One day in Africa it was an elections day and they was a president named Robert Mugabe and the other that was running for president in those years. Many people in Africa voted for the other president that was running. Then, the other president won the elections he became the president of Zimbabwe but Robert Mugabe did not believe it and he didn’t like that. The day after that there was a really bad phenomenon that no one have heard that before. The violence was that people who liked Robert Mugabe were killing other people and beating them so hard because they did not vote for the president they wanted. Some people were shocked to hear this. The president died by a gun guess what Robert Mugabe killed the president because he wanted to win, for now he has been the president for 33 years!. One day my brother had a noise it sounded like a car moving and it was dark so my brother decide to go and check it out and he told us to go and hide somewhere because he knew that they was problems in the country. Then he saw a black car in front of him 6 to 7 boys got out and they were having knives and sticks, one thing you know they started beating him up and one of them almost stabbed him but he was so injured and his phone was broken and when I looked in his face he was bleeding that could never stop. Thats what happens during this elections and over 1.2 million people died at that time so if you visit Zimbabwe they won’t be a lot of people there. This violent made me feel angry because so many people were dead and injured and I don’t understand why you have this person have to take someone life away because they did not vote for the the president they want so I am angry because they are killing people.

This violence happen to one of my family members because we did not vote for Robert Mugabe because we did not like him but he enforce us to vote for him or will die so we just voted for him. Also this violence happen because some people were not able to vote because they were injured. Some causes is that the other president won but Mugabe wanted to won so he just killed the other president. Some of the reason why the violent happen in my neighborhood is that some people have no cars to go and vote and nobody have to walk and spend their powers because if they vote Mugabe will still send his guys to beat them up. Also sometimes people stay in their houses and think no one is not going to come and beat them up but they will drope an airplane or put fire on the houses or start breaking the houses with stones like windows and the roofs.

My community should always walk together and don’t live each other because if we do,
one of us will die or get injured. What I can do to stop violence between young people is that I might tell them what violence is and tell them to go to a after school program to stay out of trouble and stay in school. When I see violence the first thing I wait to see is where did the person who cause the violence went so when I talk to the police I be able to explain where he/she went and what happen there. What I would say to young people who solve they are own problems is that they are on the right track because the world is trying they are best to stop violence.